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ABSTRACT

Objective: Ovarian cancers comprise several morphologically distinct tumour groups with widely different prognosis. We aimed to describe the worldwide distribution of ovarian cancer morphology and to understand what role this may play in international variation in survival.

Methods: The CONCORD programme is the largest population-based study of global trends in cancer survival. Data on 681,759 women diagnosed during 1995-2009 with cancer of the ovary, fallopian tube, peritoneum and retroperitonum in 51 countries were included. We categorised ovarian tumours into six morphological groups, and explored the worldwide distribution of morphology.

Results: During 2005-2009, type II epithelial tumours were the most common. The proportion was much higher in Oceania (73.1%), North America (73.0%) and Europe (72.6%) than in Central and South America (65.7%) and Asia (56.1%). By contrast, type I epithelial tumours were more common in Asia (32.5%), compared with only 19.4% in North America. From 1995 to 2009, the proportion of type II epithelial tumours increased from 68.6% to 71.1%, while the proportion of type I epithelial tumours fell from 23.8% to 21.2%. The proportions of germ cell tumours, sex cord-stromal tumours, other specific non-epithelial tumours and tumours of non-specific morphology all remained stable over time.

Conclusions: The distribution of ovarian cancer morphology varies widely
Type I epithelial, germ cell and sex cord-stromal tumours are generally associated with higher survival than type II tumours, so the proportion of these tumours may influence survival estimates for all ovarian cancers combined. The distribution of morphological groups should be considered when comparing survival between countries and regions.
Introduction

Of all gynaecological malignancies, ovarian cancer causes the second highest number of deaths worldwide, accounting for over 151,000 deaths annually (1). Symptoms, such as persistent abdominal pain, bloating or decreased appetite, are vague (2). Most women present with advanced-stage disease (3) and five-year survival is around 30-40% (4). Ovarian cancer is not a single disease (2, 5), but includes several morphological subtypes that have widely different prognosis (6, 7).

Ovarian cancer has been divided into epithelial and non-epithelial groups for many years, but recent work has enabled finer subdivision of epithelial ovarian cancers into different groups according to a combination of morphological and clinical characteristics (6-10). Type I epithelial tumours include low-grade serous, endometrioid, clear cell, mucinous and transitional cell (Brenner) carcinomas. They often present at an early stage, may arise from borderline ovarian tumours or endometriosis and typically have a good prognosis. Type II epithelial tumours comprise high-grade serous carcinoma, undifferentiated carcinomas and malignant mixed mesodermal tumours. They account for around 75% of epithelial ovarian cancers, typically present at an advanced stage and have a poor prognosis (6, 7, 9). Each morphological group has distinct molecular pathways that influence chemosensitivity, the pattern of metastasis and the probability of survival (9, 11).

The pathogenesis of ovarian cancer is not fully understood. Recent evidence, particularly from prophylactic oophorectomies in women at a high risk of
ovarian cancer because of BRCA gene mutations, suggests that the most
common subtype, high-grade serous carcinoma, originates either in the
fallopian tube or on the surface of the ovary. Therefore, fallopian tube
carcinoma has more recently been included in a broader definition of ovarian
cancer(7). Primary peritoneal carcinoma is also managed in the same way as
advanced-stage epithelial ovarian cancer(6, 12).

International comparisons of cancer incidence, mortality and survival are
crucial to inform and plan health policy and cancer control programmes. Low
survival has been a stimulus for cancer plans and strategies in many
countries, such as the United Kingdom and Denmark(3). Comparisons of lung
cancer survival have routinely been divided into small-cell and non-small cell
subtypes due to the different prognosis and behaviour of these tumours.
Ovarian cancer is arguably an even more heterogeneous disease than lung
cancer, and morphology should thus be considered in the interpretation of
international variation in ovarian cancer survival. Type I epithelial tumours are
generally associated with higher survival than type II tumours, so the
proportion of type I epithelial tumours may influence survival estimates for all
ovarian cancers combined. Differences in the distribution of morphology may
thus contribute to international variations in survival from all ovarian cancers
combined, in addition to international differences in stage at diagnosis and
treatment.

The CONCORD-2 study on the global surveillance of cancer survival has
shown the extent to which ovarian cancer survival varies worldwide(4).
However, it remains unclear how much of the variation in ovarian cancer survival could be attributed to international variation in the morphological subtypes, in particular the distribution of type I and type II epithelial tumours. Using population-based data from the CONCORD-2 study, we have examined the international distribution of ovarian cancer morphology. Our aims were to describe the worldwide variation of ovarian cancer morphological groups, and then to discuss whether this variation may influence international comparisons of population-based cancer survival.

**Methods**

The CONCORD-2 study(4) collected information for over 779,000 adult women (aged 15-99 years) in 61 countries who were diagnosed during the 15-year period 1995-2009 with a cancer of the ovary, fallopian tube, uterine ligaments and adnexa, other specific and unspecified female genital organs, peritoneum or retroperitoneum (International Classification of Diseases for Oncology, 3rd edition (ICD-O-3) topography codes C56.9, C57.0-C57.4, C57.7-C57.9, C48.0-C48.2)(13). The CONCORD-2 protocol, the ethical approvals and the quality control procedures have been described(4).

We defined six morphological groups based on previous literature(14) and clinical advice [Table 1]. Clear cell, endometrioid, mucinous, squamous and transitional cell carcinomas were grouped as type I epithelial tumours, and serous carcinoma, mixed epithelial and stromal carcinoma and undifferentiated and other epithelial carcinoma were grouped as type II epithelial tumours.
Ovarian cystadenomas were reclassified in ICD-O-3 from invasive (behaviour code of 3) to borderline (behaviour code of 0 or 1), but some registries coded tumours of borderline behaviour as invasive despite the changes from ICD-O-2 to ICD-O-3. Borderline tumours were excluded from the analysis of the distribution. Morphology codes for haematological malignancies were also excluded from analysis.

Data were available for 793,098 women for analysis [supplementary Figure 1]. Women diagnosed with borderline tumours, haematological malignancies or whose records included invalid ICD-O-3 codes (codes not included in either ICD-O-2 or ICD-O-3) were excluded (n=13,073). Of the remaining 780,025 women, 90.6% (706,807) had tumours that were coded by the registry as having been morphologically verified, while 7.5% (58,682) were coded as not morphologically verified and 1.9% (14,536) were coded as unknown whether morphologically verified or not. For tumours coded as morphologically verified, 705,997 (99.9%) had a valid ICD-O-3 morphology code, but no morphology code was available for 810 (0.1%), and these tumours were excluded. Tumours coded as not morphologically verified were primarily tumours of unknown morphology (30,287, 51.6% of non-morphologically verified tumours); these tumours were excluded. We excluded a further 18,200 non-morphologically verified tumours with non-specific morphology. We included the remaining 10,195 tumours that had been coded as not having been morphologically verified, because a specific ICD-O-3 morphology code was nevertheless available, implying that morphological verification had in fact
been performed. Tumours for which it was unknown whether morphological verification had been performed or not were evenly distributed across specific (n=5,017), non-specific (n=4,798) and unknown morphology (n=4,721). Of these tumours, we excluded non-specific and unknown tumours. We included the remaining 5,017 tumours coded as unknown whether morphologically verified, because a specific morphology was also recorded, again implying that morphological verification had been completed.

In total, 721,209 women (98.3% with specific ICD-O-3 morphology codes and 1.7% with non-specific codes) were available for analysis after the first round of exclusions.

We examined the distribution of ovarian cancer morphology for all countries in any calendar period (1995-1999, 2000-2004 and 2005-2009) for which data were available for at least 100 women. Registries from which the survival estimates in the main CONCORD-2 analysis were considered less reliable were also excluded, because the results from this analysis will be used to inform the results of survival analyses of ovarian cancer. Survival estimates were flagged as less reliable if a higher than usual proportion of patients was excluded from analyses because the cancer was registered only through a death certificate, or the date of last vital status was not known. The focus of this analysis was the distribution of specific morphological groups, so women diagnosed in Sweden had to be excluded, because 97.5% of tumours were coded by the registry as undifferentiated or other epithelial carcinoma or as non-specific morphology (ICD-O-3 codes 8000-8004). After all exclusions,
681,759 women (86.0% of the total number for whose data were available for analysis) were included in the analysis of the morphological distribution (192,080 in 1995-1999; 240,397 in 2000-2004; 249,282 in 2005-2009) [supplementary Table 1].

Results
Type II epithelial tumours were the most common morphology worldwide (476,461; 69.9%), followed by type I epithelial (152,874; 22.4%) [Figure 1]. Germ cell, sex cord-stromal, other specific non-epithelial and non-specific tumours were all rare and they only comprised 8% of tumours worldwide; the distribution of these groups remained relatively stable over the 15-year period 1995 to 2009. The proportion of type II epithelial tumours increased slightly from 68.6% to 71.1% from 1995 to 2009, and there was a corresponding decrease in type I epithelial tumours (from 23.8% to 21.2%; supplementary Table 1).

During 2005-2009, type II epithelial was the most common group in all continents, although the proportion was much higher in Oceania (73.1%), North America (73.0%) and Europe (72.6%) than in Central and South America (65.7%) and Asia (56.1%) [Table 2]. The range at the national level, however, was much wider. The highest proportion of type II tumours was in Latvia (78.9%), with the lowest proportion in Thailand (40.4%) [supplementary Table 4]. There was little between-country variation in the proportion of type II tumours in Central and South America, North America and Oceania. However, the proportion varied widely in Asia, where the proportion of type II tumours was lower than that of type I epithelial tumours in Hong Kong and Thailand.
There was also variation in the proportion of type II tumours in Europe, where they accounted for over 70% of tumours in 15 countries, 60% in 11 countries and only 50.2% in Russia [supplementary Table 4]. The distribution of type II epithelial subtypes (serous, undifferentiated and other epithelial and mixed epithelial and stromal carcinoma) also varied by country, continent and calendar period [supplementary Table 2, supplementary Table 3 and supplementary Table 5].

Type I epithelial tumours were the second most common group for all continents during 2005-2009, but the range was wide. The highest proportion was seen in Asia (32.5%), while North America showed the lowest proportion (19.4%) [Table 2]. The proportion was similar in all countries in Central and South America, North America and Oceania [supplementary Table 4]. In Europe, however, there was wider variation, the proportion ranging from 11.3% in Latvia to 28.7% in Finland [supplementary Table 4]. The variation was even wider for countries in Asia, with the lowest proportion in Israel (12.8%) and the highest in Hong Kong (51.7%) [Figure 3]. The distribution of specific type I epithelial subtypes (clear cell, endometrioid, mucinous, squamous and transitional cell (Brenner)) also varied over time and differed by country and continent [supplementary Table 2, supplementary Table 3 and supplementary Table 5].

Germ cell tumours were uncommon everywhere; the proportion in Asia (4.2%) was the highest in any continent, over three times the proportion seen in Europe (1.3%) [Table 2]. The proportion was similar for all countries in Europe.
(1.3%), North America (2.0%) and Oceania (2.5%). However, there was wide
variation between countries in Central and South America and Asia. In Central
and South America, the lowest proportion (1.6%) was seen in Cuba, and the
highest (7.8%) in Ecuador [supplementary Table 4]. Among Asian countries,
the variation was wider, with the lowest proportion in Cyprus (0.9%), and the
highest in Jordan (8.1%) [Figure 3].

Sex cord-stromal tumours were even more uncommon than germ cell
tumours. The proportion also varied widely between countries in Asia, Central
and South America and Europe. The proportion was similar for all countries in
North America (1.5%) and Oceania (0.9%) [Table 2, supplementary Table 4].
The widest between-country variation was seen in Europe, with only 0.3% of
tumours diagnosed as sex cord-stromal in Denmark, but 11.4% in Russia
[supplementary Table 4]. In Central and South America, the proportion ranged
from 1.6% in Brazil and Puerto Rico to 4.5% in Cuba. The lowest proportion in
Asia was in Israel (0.6%), while the highest proportion was in Jordan (4.7%)
[Figure 3].

The highest proportion of other specific non-epithelial tumours (3.4%) was in
Central and South America. The proportion was generally less than 5% in all
countries, and between-country variation within each continent was small. The
widest variation in the proportions was seen in Asia (0.5% in Indonesia and
5.8% in Cyprus) and Europe (0.6% in Croatia and 5.9% in Iceland)
[supplementary Table 4].
Non-specific tumours generally accounted for 3% or less of ovarian tumours in all countries. The highest proportion was recorded in Russia (17.7%), much higher than the next highest proportion (Malta, 6.3%). The lowest proportions of non-specific tumours were seen in the Netherlands and Slovenia (0.1%) [supplementary Table 4].

**Discussion**

This is the largest study of the distribution of ovarian cancer morphology. It is based on individual patient records from 218 population-based cancer registries in 51 countries. Data were available for 681,759 women, including 249,282 diagnosed between 2005 and 2009. Type II epithelial tumours were the most common morphological group in each continent, but the distribution of morphological groups varied greatly worldwide. The distribution was similar in Europe, North America and Oceania, while there was a much higher proportion of type I epithelial tumours seen in Asia and Central and South America.

Previous studies of the morphological subtypes of ovarian cancer have focused on epithelial tumours, and they have generally been limited to a small number of countries. One meta-analysis included data for 98,099 women from 41 studies published between 1992 and 2012, only 12 of which used data from population-based registries(15). The results were similar to those found in this study, with type II epithelial tumours more common than type I epithelial tumours. The distribution of subtypes between countries included in the meta-analysis was heterogeneous.
Some of the variations in the distribution of ovarian cancer morphology may be explained by ethnicity. A higher proportion of type II epithelial tumours diagnosed between 2005 and 2009 was reported in Israel (77.8%) than in most other countries. This may be attributable to the fact that a high percentage of the population in Israel is of Jewish ancestry, in whom BRCA1 and BRCA2 gene mutations are more common than in other populations. Serous tumours, which are classified as type II epithelial, are the most common morphological subtype among women with BRCA1 and BRCA2 mutations (16).

The proportions of type I and type II epithelial tumours were markedly different between the US and Japan. In Japan, 41.3% of tumours were type I epithelial and 47.5% were type II epithelial, compared to 19.0% and 73.2% in the US [supplementary Table 4]. The lower proportion of serous tumours in Japan and other East Asian countries is due in part to the higher proportion of clear cell cancers [supplementary Table 5]. These differences are most probably due to the higher incidence of endometriosis, a potential pre-cursor of clear cell and endometrioid tumours (17), in East Asian women (18).

The proportion of mucinous tumours varied, ranging from over 10% in most Asian countries to 5-6% in most North American, European and Oceanian countries. The higher proportion in Japan is not clearly explained. Many tumours classified as mucinous may in fact be metastatic to the ovary from the gastrointestinal tract, including the stomach, which has a high incidence in Asia (19, 20). The reduction in the worldwide proportion of mucinous ovarian
cancer from 9.2% to 6.8% between 1995-1999 and 2005-2009 [supplementary Table 5] may be partially attributable to more accurate immunohistochemical and imaging assessment, which allows for the exclusion of primary mucinous tumours from a different primary site, particularly those of the gastrointestinal tract. It can otherwise be difficult to differentiate a true primary mucinous ovarian cancer from mucinous tumours that are metastatic to the ovary(21).

Germ cell and sex cord-stromal tumours of the ovary should be considered separately in survival analysis, because they typically have higher survival than epithelial ovarian cancers. The proportion of germ cell tumours was less than 3% in most countries, but in some Asian and Central and South American countries, the proportions were much higher (5-8%). These differences are important, because the incidence of germ cell tumours is highest among young women and survival is usually very high, even with the tumour is diagnosed at an advanced stage, if optimal treatment is achievable(22). The higher proportion of germ cell tumours in Asia and Central and South America may therefore be due to the younger age profile of populations in these regions. The proportion of sex cord-stromal tumours was less than 2% in most countries, but much higher in some European countries. These differences are also important in the comparison of survival from ovarian cancers combined, because survival is much higher for sex cord-stromal tumours than for epithelial ovarian cancers(23). Variation in the distribution of morphological groups of ovarian cancer may
impact international comparisons of survival from all ovarian cancers
combined if countries with more favourable morphological distributions, where
more tumours are classified as type I epithelial, germ cell or sex cord-stromal,
are compared to survival in countries with higher proportions of type II
epithelial tumours. In the main CONCORD-2 analysis(4), age-standardised 5-
year survival from all ovarian tumours combined was higher in some East
Asian countries than in Europe, North America and Oceania. In Hong Kong, 5-
year survival was 52.9% for women diagnosed from 2005 to 2009, much
higher than the highest level of survival in Europe (Finland: 44.9%), North
America (US: 40.9%) and Oceania (Australia: 37.5%)(4). The proportion of
type I epithelial tumours in Hong Kong (51.7%) was the highest among the 51
countries, and Hong Kong was one of only two countries where type I
epithelial tumours were more common than type II epithelial tumours. Thus,
the higher survival for all ovarian cancers combined in Hong Kong may be
partially explained by the more favourable distribution of morphology. A
favourable distribution was also seen in Ecuador, with one of the highest
proportions of germ cell tumours (7.8%), and age-standardised 5-year survival
was 47.0% for all tumours combined(4).

For many areas of the world, data from population-based cancer registries are
still insufficient to allow meaningful comparisons of ovarian cancer
morphology. Lack of accurate cancer registration in many areas, and the high
proportion of non-specific morphology in many countries, still limits worldwide
comparison of survival by morphology.
During 2005-2009, the highest proportion of tumours of non-specific morphology was seen in Russia (17.7%), which may explain the low proportion of type II epithelial tumours in the country, because many non-specific tumours will be diagnosed at an advanced stage [supplementary Table 4]. In order to classify a tumour as a specific subtype, such as serous or endometrioid, a tissue biopsy or surgical resection is required; thus, morphology may not be correctly classified into a specific subtype if the disease is diagnosed at an advanced stage. In Central and South America, the largest registry (Puerto Rico) provided data only for 684 women, of which 24.3% were recorded as having been diagnosed with undifferentiated or other epithelial carcinoma. The accuracy of morphology data is also reliant upon data transmission to the cancer registries and recording of morphology codes, so the distribution of subtypes may be affected by registry procedures and the classifications in use. For example, in Sweden, only 324 of 12,969 (2.5%) women with ovarian cancer were reported as being diagnosed with a specific morphology, compared with 6,311 of 7,322 women (86.2%) in Finland. Previous reports on ovarian cancer in Sweden showed over 98% specific morphology codes(24). Additionally, the distribution for Hong Kong included only epithelial tumours, because other ovarian cancer subtypes were not submitted. While Sweden was excluded from these analyses, Hong Kong was included because comparison of the most common subtypes, type I and type II epithelial, was still achievable. Variation between pathologists in the classification of ovarian tumours into specific histological subtypes may affect the distribution of subtypes within a
country, and thus, comparisons of the distributions of subtypes between
countries. Various studies conducted from 1984 to 1994 of the reproducibility
of the World Health Organization’s 1973 histological classification of ovarian
tumours(25) showed only moderate levels of reproducibility(26). The WHO
classification for ovarian tumours was updated in 1999(27), 2003(28) and
2014(2). Because tumours diagnosed from 1995 to 2009 were included in the
analysis, pathologists could have used either the 1973, 1999 or 2003 criteria
to assign a histological subtype to a tumour included in the study. The
definitions of the various histological subtypes do not change drastically over
time from 1973 to 2003, so the edition used by the pathologist is not
necessarily relevant. However, the definitions of the subtypes are general and
the 2003 criteria did not include changes or criteria that could improve
reproducibility; thus, observer variation remains an issue(26).

Studies of immunohistochemical biomarkers and molecular genetic features
for certain histological subtypes may allow for more reproducible diagnoses.
TP53 mutations are found in 80% of women diagnosed with high-grade
serous carcinoma, while KRAS, BRAF and ERBB2 mutations are more
common in women with low-grade serous carcinoma. Mutations of CTNNB1,
PTEN, PIK3CA are common in endometrioid tumours and KRAS mutations
can be found in 50% of mucinous tumours. For clear cell carcinoma,
mutations or ARID1A and PIK3CA are common(2, 6, 7, 9). With this
knowledge and the updated WHO classification of 2014, reproducibility of the
histological typing of ovarian cancers should improve.

In order to classify serous tumours appropriately into morphological groups,
knowledge of the tumour grade is important. However, data on tumour grade are not routinely collected by cancer registries. For ovarian cancer, most serous carcinomas are high-grade, and will have been correctly classified in our analysis as type II epithelial, but a small proportion are low-grade, and should have been classified as type I epithelial (6, 7, 9, 10, 29, 30). Because the proportion of low-grade serous tumours is small (2), the effect of any misclassification on the distribution of morphology is expected to be minimal. The distinction between high-grade and low-grade serous carcinoma is important, because they have a distinct pathogenesis and are thought to be different diseases (6, 7). Low-grade serous carcinoma is more common in younger women, and is thought to arise from borderline serous tumours. In contrast, high-grade serous carcinoma is more common in older women, is thought to arise from tubal disease and typically exhibits p53 mutation (6, 7, 31). Similarly, endometrioid tumours are classified as either low- or high-grade, and classification into type I or type II epithelial has previously depended on tumour grade (7). Most endometrioid ovarian tumours will be low-grade (2), and some pathologists have argued that high-grade endometrioid tumours may not exist (7, 10). Distinguishing between high-grade endometrioid and high-grade serous tumours is difficult, and when distinction between endometrioid and serous tumours is unclear, most high-grade tumours may be classified as high-grade serous, because this subtype is more common than high-grade endometrioid (7, 10). Following an update in 2016 of the original definitions of type I and type II epithelial tumours, all endometrioid tumours would now be categorised as type I, regardless of tumour grade (6). Future analyses of ovarian cancer survival should, if
possible, incorporate a distinction between high- and low-grade serous
carcinoma, to reflect the current understanding of ovarian cancer
pathogenesis and behaviour, and to classify serous carcinomas appropriately
into type I and type II epithelial tumours.

Carcinoma, NOS (ICD-O-3 morphology code 8010), large cell carcinoma,
NOS (8012) and adenocarcinoma, NOS (8140) were categorised as
undifferentiated and other epithelial tumours and grouped broadly as type II
epithelial. There may also be some misclassification of these tumours,
because these morphology codes are not specific codes, so classification into
type I or type II is difficult. However, carcinoma (NOS), large cell carcinoma
(NOS) and adenocarcinoma (NOS) are treated clinically as if they were high-
grade serous carcinomas, which are classified as type II. Therefore, we
decided to categorise these tumours as type II epithelial. They comprise
20.9% of tumours included in the analysis.

Only morphologically verified tumours, or those with specific morphologies
that implied morphological verification, were included in the analysis. This
restriction may affect the distribution of morphological subtypes, because the
morphology of advanced-stage tumours that are not fully investigated may be
coded as non-specific or unknown. If more advanced-stage tumours are not
morphologically verified and therefore excluded from analysis, the distribution
of morphological groups may appear more favourable than it actually is.

This worldwide study of ovarian cancer morphology has identified striking
variations in morphological distribution, using data from population-based
cancer registries in 51 countries. The two main morphological groups of ovarian cancer have different prognosis, primarily due to differences in the distribution of stage, sensitivity to chemotherapy and response to surgical resection. International comparisons of ovarian cancer survival should take morphology into account, to help identify whether the distribution of morphological type contributes to international differences in ovarian cancer survival, which is typically reported for all morphological subtypes combined. To understand further the impact on survival, we are examining international differences in ovarian cancer survival by morphological group. Registration of both the morphology and the grade of ovarian cancers is important to help categorise these tumours more accurately into morphological groups, especially type I and type II epithelial. Increased support for the development of high-quality population-based cancer registries in low-income countries will also help improve international comparisons of ovarian cancer survival.
CONCORD Working Group

Africa—Algeria: S Bouzbid (Registre du Cancer d’Annaba); M Hamdi-Chérif*, Z Zaidi (Registre du Cancer de Sétit); **Gambia**: E Bah, R Swaminathan (National Cancer Registry); **Lesotho**: SH Nortje, DC Stefan (Children’s Haematology Oncology Clinics - Lesotho); **Libya**: MM El Mistiri (Benghazi Cancer Registry); **Mali**: S Bayo, B Malle (Kankou Moussa University); **Mauritius**: SS Manraj, R Sewpaul-Sungkur (Mauritius Cancer Registry); **South Africa**: D Bradshaw, NIM Somdyala (Eastern Cape Province Cancer Registry); **Sudan**: M Abdel-Rahman (University of Khartoum); **Tunisia**: L Jaidane, M Mokni (Registre du Cancer du Centre Tunisien).

America (Central and South)—Argentina: I Kumcher, F Moreno (National Childhood Cancer Registry – National Cancer Institute); MS González, EA Laura (Registro Regional de Tumores del Sur de la Provincia de Buenos Aires); SB Espinola, GH Calabrano (Registro Poblacional de Tumores de la Provincia del Chubut); B Carballo Quintero, R Fita (Registro Provincial de Tumores de Córdoba); DA Garcilazo, PL Giacciani (Entre Ríos Cancer Registry); MC Diumenjo, WD Laspa (Registro Provincial de Tumores de Mendoza); MA Green, MF Lanza (Registro de Cáncer de Santa Fe); SG Ibañez (Cancer Registry of Tierra del Fuego Province); **Brazil**: CA Lima, E Lobo de Oliveira (Registro de Câncer de Base Populacional de Aracaju); C Daniel, C Scanduzzi (Cancer Registry of Distrito Federal); PCF De Souza, CD Melo (Registro de Câncer de Base Populacional de Cuiabá); K Del Pino, C Laporte (Registro de Curitiba); MP Curado, JC de Oliveira (Registro de Goiânia); CLA Veneziano, DB Veneziano (Registro de Cáncer de Base Populacional de Jahu); TS Alexandre, AS Verdugo (Registro de Câncer de São Paulo); G Azevedo e Silva* (University of Rio de Janeiro); **Chile**: JC Galaz, JA Moya (Registro Poblacional de Cáncer Region de Antofagasta); DA Herrmann, SVargas (Registro Poblacional Region de Los Rios); **Colombia**: VM Herrera, CJ Uribe (Registro Poblacional de Cáncer Area Metropolitana de Bucaramanga); LE Bravo (Cali Cancer Registry); NE Arias-Ortiz (Registro Poblacional de Cáncer de Manizales); DM Jurado, MC Yépez (Registro Poblacional de Cáncer del Municipio de Pasto); **Cuba**: YH Galán, P Torres (Registro Nacional de Cáncer de Cuba); **Ecuador**: F Martinez-Reyes, ML Pérez-Meza (Cuenca Tumor Registry); L Jaramillo, R Quinto (Guayaquil Cancer Registry); P Cueva, JG Yépez (Quito Cancer Registry); **Puerto Rico**: CR Torres-Cintrón, G Tortolero-Luna (Puerto Rico Central Cancer Registry); **Uruguay**: R Alonso, E Barrios (Registro Nacional de Cáncer).

America (North)—Canada: C Nikiforuk, L Shack (Alberta Cancer Registry); AJ Coldman, RR Woods (British Columbia Cancer Registry); G Noonan, D Turner* (Manitoba Cancer Registry); E Kumar, B Zhang (New Brunswick Provincial Cancer Registry); FR McCrate, S Ryan (Newfoundland and Labrador Cancer Registry); H Hannah (Northwest Territories Cancer Registry); RAD Dewar, M MacIntyre (Nova Scotia Surveillance and Epidemiology Unit); A Lalany, M Ruta (Nunavut...
Department of Health and Social Services); L Marrett, DE Nishri* (Ontario Cancer Registry); C McClure, KA Friends (Prince Edward Island Cancer Registry); C Bertrand, R Louchini (Registre Québécois du Cancer); KI Robb, H Stuart-Panko (Saskatchewan Cancer Registry); S Demers, S Wright (Yukon Government); USA: JT George, X Shen (Alabama Statewide Cancer Registry); JT Brockhouse, DK O'Brien (Alaska Cancer Registry); KC Ward (Georgia Comprehensive Cancer Registry; Metropolitan Atlanta Registry); L Almon (Metropolitan Atlanta Registry); J Bates (California State Cancer Registry); R Rycroft (Colorado Central Cancer Registry); L Mueller, C Phillips (Connecticut Tumor Registry); H Brown, B Cromartie (Delaware Cancer Registry); AG Schwartz, F Vigneau (Metropolitan Detroit Cancer Surveillance System); JA MacKinnon, B Wohler (Florida Cancer Data System); AR Bayakly (Georgia Comprehensive Cancer Registry); CA Clarke, SL Glaser (Greater Bay Area Cancer Registry); D West (Cancer Registry of Greater California); MD Green, BY Hernandez (Hawaii Tumor Registry); CJ Johnson, D Jozwik (Cancer Data Registry of Idaho); ME Charlton, CF Lynch (State Health Registry of Iowa); B Huang, TC Tucker* (Kentucky Cancer Registry); D Deapen, L Liu (Los Angeles Cancer Surveillance Program); MC Hsieh, XC Wu (Louisiana Tumor Registry); K Stern (Maryland Cancer Registry); ST Gershman, RC Knowlton (Massachusetts Cancer Registry); J Alversion, GE Copeland (Michigan State Cancer Surveillance Program); DB Rogers (Mississippi Cancer Registry); D Lemons, LL Williamson (Montana Central Tumor Registry); M Hood (Nebraska Cancer Registry); GM Hosain, JR Rees (New Hampshire State Cancer Registry); KS Pawlish, A Stroup (New Jersey State Cancer Registry); C Key, C Wiggins (New Mexico Tumor Registry); AR Kahn, MJ Schymura (New York State Cancer Registry); G Leung, C Rao (North Carolina Central Cancer Registry); L Giljahn, B Warther (Ohio Cancer Incidence Surveillance System); A Pate (Oklahoma Central Cancer Registry); M Patil, SS Schubert (Oregon State Cancer Registry); JJ Rubertone, SJ Slack (Pennsylvania Cancer Registry); JP Fulton, DL Rousseau (Rhode Island Cancer Registry); TA Janes, SM Schwartz (Seattle Cancer Surveillance System); SW Bolick, DM Hurley (South Carolina Central Cancer Registry); J Richards, MA Whiteside (Tennessee Cancer Registry); LM Nogueira (Texas Cancer Registry); K Herget, C Sweeney (Utah Cancer Registry); J Martin, S Wang (Virginia Cancer Registry); DG Harrelson, MB Keitheri Cheteri (Washington State Cancer Registry); S Farley, AG Hudson (West Virginia Cancer Registry); R Borchers, L Stephenson (Wisconsin Department of Health Services); JR Espinoza (Wyoming Cancer Surveillance Program); HK Weir* (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention); BK Edwards* (National Cancer Institute).
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Table 1. Ovarian cancer morphological groups and subtypes

- a No information on grade was available, therefore all endometrioid tumours were classified as type I epithelial.
- b No information on grade was available, therefore all serous tumours were classified as type II epithelial.
- c Borderline tumours (ICD-O-3 codes: 8442, 8444, 8451, 8462, 8463, 8472, 8473) were excluded from the analysis of distribution of morphological subtypes (see text).

Table 2. Distribution of morphological groups by continent and calendar period of diagnosis

- a Borderline tumours (ICD-O-3 codes: 8442, 8444, 8451, 8462, 8463, 8472, 8473) were excluded from the analysis of distribution of morphological subtypes (see text).
- b No information on grade was available, therefore all endometrioid tumours were classified as type I epithelial.
- c No information on grade was available, therefore all serous tumours were classified as type II epithelial.
- d Morphologically verified tumours with ICD-O-3 morphology codes 8000-8004. Only countries with at least 100 women in any given time period were included. All tumours with a specific ICD-O-3 morphology code were included.

Supplementary Table 1. Distribution of ovarian cancer by morphological group and calendar period of diagnosis

- a Borderline tumours (ICD-O-3 codes: 8442, 8444, 8451, 8462, 8463, 8472, 8473) were excluded from the analysis of distribution of morphological subtypes (see text).
- b No information on grade was available, therefore all endometrioid tumours were classified as type I epithelial.
- c No information on grade was available, therefore all serous tumours were classified as type II epithelial.
- d Morphologically verified tumours with ICD-O-3 morphology codes 8000-8004. Only countries with at least 100 women in any given time period were included. All tumours with a specific ICD-O-3 morphology code were included.

Supplementary Table 2. Distribution of type I and type II epithelial subtypes by calendar period of diagnosis

- a Borderline tumours (ICD-O-3 codes: 8442, 8444, 8451, 8462, 8463, 8472, 8473) were excluded from the analysis of distribution of morphological subtypes (see text).
- b No information on grade was available, therefore all endometrioid tumours were classified as type I epithelial.
- c No information on grade was available, therefore all serous tumours were classified as type II epithelial.
- d Morphologically verified tumours with ICD-O-3 morphology codes 8000-8004. Only
countries with at least 100 women in any given time period were included. All
tumours with a specific ICD-O-3 morphology code were included.

**Supplementary Table 3.** Distribution of type I and type II epithelial subtypes by
continent calendar period of diagnosis

a Borderline tumours (ICD-O-3 codes: 8442, 8444, 8451, 8462, 8463, 8472, 8473)
were excluded from the analysis of distribution of morphological subtypes (see text).
b No information on grade was available, therefore all endometrioid tumours were
classified as type I epithelial.
c No information on grade was available, therefore all serous tumours were classified
as type II epithelial.
d Morphologically verified tumours with ICD-O-3 morphology codes 8000-8004. Only
countries with at least 100 women in any given time period were included. All
tumours with a specific ICD-O-3 morphology code were included.

**Supplementary Table 4.** Distribution of morphological groups by country and
calendar period of diagnosis

a Borderline tumours (ICD-O-3 codes: 8442, 8444, 8451, 8462, 8463, 8472, 8473)
were excluded from the analysis of distribution of morphological subtypes (see text).
b No information on grade was available, therefore all endometrioid tumours were
classified as type I epithelial.
c No information on grade was available, therefore all serous tumours were classified
as type II epithelial.
d Morphologically verified tumours with ICD-O-3 morphology codes 8000-8004. Only
countries with at least 100 women in any given time period were included. All
tumours with a specific ICD-O-3 morphology code were included.

**Supplementary Table 5.** Distribution of type I and type II epithelial subtypes by
country and calendar period of diagnosis

a Borderline tumours (ICD-O-3 codes: 8442, 8444, 8451, 8462, 8463, 8472, 8473)
were excluded from the analysis of distribution of morphological subtypes (see text).
b No information on grade was available, therefore all endometrioid tumours were
classified as type I epithelial.
c No information on grade was available, therefore all serous tumours were classified
as type II epithelial.
d Morphologically verified tumours with ICD-O-3 morphology codes 8000-8004. Only
countries with at least 100 women in any given time period were included. All
tumours with a specific ICD-O-3 morphology code were included.
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Figure 1. Worldwide distribution of ovarian cancer\textsuperscript{a} morphology (%): 51 countries, 1995-2009

\textsuperscript{a} Malignancies of the ovary (ICD-O-3 C56.9), fallopian tube, uterine ligaments and adnexa, and other and unspecified female genital organs (C57.0-C57.4, C57.7-C57.9), and peritoneum and retroperitoneum (C48.0-C48.2). Endometrioid tumours are classified as type I epithelial (see text).

Figure 2. Morphological groups of ovarian cancer\textsuperscript{a}: distribution by continent, 2005-09

\textsuperscript{a} Malignancies of the ovary (ICD-O-3 C56.9), fallopian tube, uterine ligaments and adnexa, and other and unspecified female genital organs (C57.0-C57.4, C57.7-C57.9), and peritoneum and retroperitoneum (C48.0-C48.2). Endometrioid tumours are classified as type I epithelial (see text).

Figure 3. Morphological groups of ovarian cancer\textsuperscript{a} by country (Asia), 2005-09

\textsuperscript{a} Malignancies of the ovary (ICD-O-3 C56.9), fallopian tube, uterine ligaments and adnexa, and other and unspecified female genital organs (C57.0-C57.4, C57.7-C57.9), and peritoneum and retroperitoneum (C48.0-C48.2). Endometrioid tumours are classified as type I epithelial (see text). *Data with 100% coverage of the national population.

Supplementary Figure 1. Flow chart of data exclusions

Supplementary Figure 2. Morphological groups by ovarian cancer\textsuperscript{a} by country (Central and South America), 2005-09

\textsuperscript{a} Malignancies of the ovary (ICD-O-3 C56.9), fallopian tube, uterine ligaments and adnexa, and other and unspecified female genital organs (C57.0-C57.4, C57.7-C57.9), and peritoneum and retroperitoneum (C48.0-C48.2). Endometrioid tumours are classified as type I epithelial (see text). *Data with 100% coverage of the national population.

Supplementary Figure 3. Morphological groups of ovarian cancer\textsuperscript{a} by country (North America), 2005-09

\textsuperscript{a} Malignancies of the ovary (ICD-O-3 C56.9), fallopian tube, uterine ligaments and adnexa, and other and unspecified female genital organs (C57.0-C57.4, C57.7-C57.9), and peritoneum and retroperitoneum (C48.0-C48.2). Endometrioid tumours are classified as type I epithelial (see text). *Data with 100% coverage of the national population.

Supplementary Figure 4. Morphological groups of ovarian cancer\textsuperscript{a} by country (Europe), 2005-09

\textsuperscript{a} Malignancies of the ovary (ICD-O-3 C56.9), fallopian tube, uterine ligaments and adnexa, and other and unspecified female genital organs (C57.0-C57.4, C57.7-C57.9), and peritoneum and retroperitoneum (C48.0-C48.2). Endometrioid tumours are classified as type I epithelial (see text). *Data with 100% coverage of the national population.
Malignancies of the ovary (ICD-O-3 C56.9), fallopian tube, uterine ligaments and adnexa, and other and unspecified female genital organs (C57.0-C57.4, C57.7-C57.9), and peritoneum and retroperitoneum (C48.0-C48.2). Endometrioid tumours are classified as type I epithelial (see text). *Data with 100% coverage of the national population.

**Supplementary Figure 5.** Morphological groups of ovarian cancer\(^a\) by country (Oceania), 2005-09

\(^a\) Malignancies of the ovary (ICD-O-3 C56.9), fallopian tube, uterine ligaments and adnexa, and other and unspecified female genital organs (C57.0-C57.4, C57.7-C57.9), and peritoneum and retroperitoneum (C48.0-C48.2). Endometrioid tumours are classified as type I epithelial (see text). *Data with 100% coverage of the national population.